DEALING PROCEDURES
War Blackjack is an exciting Blackjack variation that combines traditional War and Blackjack. The
game of War Blackjack is played with standard decks of 52 standard playing cards, no jokers and
dealt from one, two, four, six or eight decks.
Recommended Rules
War Blackjack is standard house-banked Blackjack but with an optional War bonus wager. All rules
pertaining to standard Blackjack as posted on the WSGC’s website remain the same except as listed
in these rules of play:

• Optional War bonus wager based on the player’s first card and the dealer’s upcard.
• High card in War wins even money (1 to 1)
If Operators allow parlays of the bonus wager winnings then players have the option to keep
the War winnings on the War bonus wager betting spot or take the War winnings and the
original War bonus wager. If a player elects to leave his or her War winnings on the War
bonus wager spot, the original War bonus wager will be returned to the player. If a player
opts to leave his or her War winnings on the War bonus wager spot, the War bonus wager
spot and Blackjack spot are considered separate wagers and are decided upon the outcome
of the Blackjack hand.








In War, Aces play as a value of 1 for dealer and player.
In War, house wins all ties.
All normal splits allowed.
Regular doubles allowed on two-card hands.
Dealer hits on soft-17.
Blackjack pays 3-to-2.
Dealt from 1, 2, 4, 6, or 8 decks.

WAR BLACKJACK BETTING
A round of War Blackjack begins with each player placing two (2) separate bets on the table, (1) in
the War bonus wager circle or logo directly in front of the player (note: this bet is optional) and (2)
in the Blackjack wager circle directly in front of player (this bet is mandatory, See Table Game
Layout).

The player may wager any amount (subject to table limits) on the War hand and any amount on the
Blackjack hand, so long as both bets together do not exceed table limits. For example, a player may
wager $295.00 on War and $5.00 on Blackjack if the Table Max is $300.00. A player can also wager
$150.00 on War and $150.00 on Blackjack if the Table Max is $300.00.
Operators cannot allow wagering limits to exceed the authorized limits set out in WAC 230-15- 040
and WAC 230-15-140.
Once the above two wagers are placed, the dealer will deal each player and himself one (1) card
face up for the player and dealer’s War hand which will also be the first card of the Blackjack hand.
WAR WAGER
At this stage, the War bonus wagers are settled, with the highest card / hand designated the winner
between the player and dealer. The Ace plays low, as a value of one (1), for player(s) and dealer, and
dealer wins all Ties. Cards play at face value and by usual poker ranks, King being the highest and
ranked as follows: K, Q, J, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, Ace, which is 1.
If players lose the War hand, they lose only their War bonus wager in the game and can continue on
with the Blackjack hand.
If players win the War hand, they win even money (1 to 1) on their War bonus wager:
a. If Operators allow parlays of the bonus wager winnings then the dealer will then ask players
(from right to left) if they want to take all of the winnings from their War bonus wager (and
the original War bonus wager) or choose to leave all of the War winnings on the War bonus
wager betting spot. If the player elects to leave the War winnings on the War bonus wager
spot, the dealer will push back the original War bonus wager back to the player.
NOTE: The War bonus wager spot and Blackjack spot are considered separate wagers and
are decided upon the outcome of the Blackjack hand. Thus, if he eventually splits, the player
may match the entire War bonus wager and Blackjack wager. If he doubles down, he may
match the entire War bonus wager and Blackjack wager (unless he chooses to 'double down
for less' as per casino rules).
b. If Operators do not allow parlays of the War bonus wager winnings, then the dealer will
hand off the winnings and original wager to the player.
Once all the War bonus wagers are settled, the game proceeds to the next phase, being Blackjack,
and the dealer delivers to each player his second Blackjack card, face up and one card face down to
himself, thereby completing the initial player and dealer two card Blackjack hands.
The Blackjack hand is now played out as traditional Blackjack using house rules.

